RCE-GREATER PWANI
WORLD ENVIRONMENTAL DAY(WED) CELEBRATIONS

Pwani University in partnership with National Environmental Management Authority (NEMA) has established a botanical garden to promote Environmental Education and ITK for Sustainable Development. It consists of different plant species (herbal, succulents, cosmetics, fruits and timber) from different ecosystems.

The role of the Botanical Garden is to maintain documented collection of living plants for the purpose of research, conservation, education and recreation. This is one of the flagship projects implemented under the umbrella of RCE-Greater Pwani. The Botanical Garden showcases thematic segments such as medicinal, wild-food plants, cosmetic and ornamental plants, as well as rare and endangered plant species.

Tree planting session at the Pwani University Botanical Garden.

Comment [H. T. M1]:
HAMISI MKUZI (left); Youth ambassador, RCE-Greater Pwani
RONALD JUMA (right); Dean of Students, Pwani University
Comment [H. T. M2]: VICTOR ODONGO (left); RONALD JUMA (right)

preparing the seedling for planting.
Comment [H. T. M3]: HAMISI MKUZI (left); RONALD JUMA (right); STUDENTS (to the back)

Tree planting going on while some students having fun during this day.
The tree planting exercise enjoyed a joint effort of several institutes. Different gender with mixed age was considered.
After planting a tree with the NEMA Director (Dr. Macharia), we had all reasons to smile, we at RCE-Pwani!!!!
Comment [H. T. M6]:
These guys were enjoying the exercise. All participant had the chance to interact and network.
Victor Odongo Planting a tree with some students.

RCE-Pwani works closely with various educational institutes in the Coastal region to ensure Sustainable Development.

(Left) DR. Maarifa (RCE-Pwani Coordinator)
KILIFI TOWNSHIP SECONDARY SCHOOL STUDENTS

VICTOR ODONGO
Comment [H. T. M9]: DR. MACHARIA (3rd LEFT) from National Environmental Management Authority – Kenya (NEMA) Planted a Tree to Mark the World Environmental Day at Pwani University Botanical Garden.

(From Right) HAMISI MKUZI, DR. MAARIFA (RCE Pwani ambassador and Coordinator respectively)
Comment [H. T. M10]:

HAMISI MKUZI (RCE-Pwani ambassador) with RONALD JUMA (Dean of Students at Pwani University)
THANK YOU!!!
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